**Figure 1. Approach Map**

**Neighborhoods**
- **Stabilize** Neighborhoods With The Highest Concentration Of Vacancy And Abandonment
- **Strengthen** Neighborhoods At The Risk Of Decline
- **Reinforce** Neighborhoods With The Highest Values And Concentration Of Home-Ownership
- **Prioritize** Investment In Neighborhoods With Catalytic Potential

**Cores**
- **Redevelop** Sites With Significant Potential
- **Support** Neighborhood And Regional Commercial Centers
- **Continue Building** A Mixed-Use Downtown Core
- **Attract** Industry To Appropriate Areas

**Projects**
- Pedestrian Safety Improvements
- Construct Gateways
- Redesign Interchanges
- Construct Roundabouts

**Markers**
- **Transit Stops**

**Trails And Streets**
- New / Improved Street
- Existing Multi-Purpose Trail
- Proposed Multi-Purpose Trail
- Complete Street
- Proposed BRT